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On April 25, 2006, eUreKa! and SPUR (the Society for the Promotion of Undergraduate Research, UK’s undergraduate research club) presented the first annual Undergraduate Showcase of Scholars. It was entirely organized and run by students. Over 100 students made poster presentations; approximately 20 students gave oral presentations; one student gave a dance performance; all of the refreshments were prepared and served by undergraduates in nutrition and food services; and a bound volume of abstracts was prepared and distributed by SPUR.

A number of students who participated as presenters at the Showcase have articles or abstracts published in this issue of Kaleidoscope. For example, see the picture of Casaundra Cox with her poster on page 100. The gallery below includes scenes from the Showcase. An extended version of the gallery is available in the on-line edition of the journal at <www.uky.edu/kaleidoscope/fall2006>.